MOTUS O dance theatre
REVIEWS
"The dancers lifted, tossed, knotted and crawled with each other in a beautiful display of human
movement."
Dave Allan Guzda
The Brock Press,
Brock University
St. Catharines, Ontario

"MOTUS O lend enormous physical energy to its bid to make modern dance comprehensible."
Geoff Chapman
Critic
Toronto Star
Toronto, Ontario

"MOTUS O walks the thin line between serious-ness and satire. This group takes the cliche to
the max and I love it."
Paula Citron
Dance and Opera Reviewer
Toronto, Ontario

"MOTUS O was the star turn of the night. An innovative and high energy troupe performing
works that were imaginative and physically risky."
H.J. Kirchhoff
Critic
Globe and Mail
Toronto, Ontario

"MOTUS O performs with boundless energy and enthusiasm. Their work reflects and provokes
contemporary thought simply and directly."
Amanda Kimber
Reviewer
AUSDANCE Magazine
Adelaide, Australia

"It was an evening of high energy entertainment."
Nancy Morris
Kirkland Lake Arts Council
Kirkland Lake, Ontario

"MOTUS O has a rare and special contribution to make. Their dance works are permeated with
humour and pathos that cut to the very heart of human reality."
Karen Pascal
Theatre and Film Producer
Toronto, Ontario

"They were fabulous. Funny, fresh, full of passion and pathos."
Susan Fisher
The Almonte Gazette
Almonte, Ontario

"MOTUS O's energy, and all-round talent and humour provided a welcome opener to the dance
season."
Larry Ruffell
Canberra Times
Canberra, Australia

"MOTUS O - the most provocative production of the festival. Their works were a catalogue of
emotions and dynamics that mere words cannot always relate."
Elizabeth Mitchell
Theatrum Magazine

"A dynamic and innovative company. Their repertoire is fresh, exciting and accessible and their
energy is amazing."
Debbie Slade
Managing Director
Centre For The Arts
St. Catharines, Ontario

"MOTUS O’s performance of “Variations in Love” brought the capacity audience to its feet."
Stephen Preesce
Kitchener Record
Kitchener, Ontario

"MOTUS O attracted a packed house to the Markham Theatre to unveil the world premiere of its
version of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream."
Paula Citron
Dance and Opera Reviewer
Globe and Mail
Toronto, Ontario

